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Abstract: One of the most promising solutions to access high power laser chains is to achieve 
a coherent combination of a large number of elementary lasers. To interfere constructively, 
these laser sources should be identical and operate under the same conditions. However, despite 
these efforts, differential delays appear in the course of time, which must be compensated for. 
While designing the required correction system, knowing the behavior of a laser as a function 
of the environmental conditions is not crucial, whereas having access to the differences in the 
behaviors of identical lasers is, leading to difficulties in modelling. The purpose of this paper 
is to illustrate how a large set of lasers can be simultaneously analyzed to estimate their 
variations and optimize a correction system. The XCAN laser relies on 61 fiber amplifiers, 
which are as identical as possible. This state of the art femtosecond digital laser therefore 
appears as an ideal candidate to study a large number of fiber lasers working under controlled 
conditions. 

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Coherent Beam Combining (CBC) of fiber amplifiers is today in the industrialization process 
[1-3]. Proposed as a method to increase both peak and average powers of a laser beam [4, 5], it 
has undergone important developments in the last fifteen years, allowing more and more 
combined channels while scaling the peak and average powers with excellent beam quality 
under various operating regimes [6-11]. 

The main objective of CBC is to make N beams interfere constructively in the far-field, 
which requires the phase of each beam being controlled and set equal altogether via a servo-
loop [10-14]. Applying such an algorithm will minimize the piston phase difference between 
two or more beams relatively to a reference beam or a reference value. Several laser 
architectures have been proposed in the last 20 years, the most common ones being the 
superposition of the beams in near-field or filled-aperture [6] and the optical phased array 
(OPA) arrangement or tiled-aperture [7]. The latter also has the advantage of controlling the 
segmented wavefront, made up of all the phases of the N beams, in order to perform far-field 
beam shaping [15].

These new laser systems call for the use of a very large number of identical systems, such 
as the fiber amplifiers or the opto-mechanical parts, in order to design the most identical N 
elementary channels possible. As a consequence of their forthcoming industrialization, the 
designers-suppliers of fiber lasers and amplifiers must conceive almost identical elementary 
bricks, or their assembly in an optical head, according to the specifications provided by CBC 
engineers (power range, noise, etc.). To our knowledge, there is no self-referenced collective 
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measurement mean, independent of the far field or near field phasing loop, for diagnoses of 
such fiber laser arrays.

In this paper, we propose investigating the phase noise properties of numerous a priori 
identical laser channels functioning altogether by performing a collective phase measurement 
of the laser beams by the use of a PISton and TILt interferometric sensor (PISTIL), a reference-
free segmented wavefront analyzer which fits with the segmented pupil architecture [10,17-
21]. We then exploit the measurements to highlight identical behaviors or differences in the 
fiber laser array. The experiment is conducted from the XCAN laser (X-Coherent Amplified 
Network, X is a short for École Polytechnique), a CBC-class laser system combining up to 61 
fiber amplifiers arranged in a hexagonal mesh [7, 16], which has recently demonstrated state of 
the art performances [15]. The XCAN and PISTIL setups are described in section 2, and the 
measurement operation in section 3. We perform open-loop measurements on the XCAN laser 
(without enabling CBC); in order to present in section 4 multiple characterizations of the phase 
noise of the laser channels. 

2. XCAN and PISTIL description
The XCAN laser [7, 15, 16] relies on tiled-aperture CBC configuration where 61 Yb-fiber 

amplified beams are stacked side by side in a planar hexagonal array arrangement (Figure 1). 
The beams are collimated using a high fill factor hexagonal microlens array. Their central 
wavelength is λ = 1032 nm. The phase of each individual beam is controlled in the kHz regime 
through the combined use of Variable Optical Delay Lines (VODL: ±3 cm range and 0.1 µm 
increment) and piezo-mechanical Fiber Stretchers (FS: with a dynamic range of ±19 µm, 
corresponding to phase shifts of ±18.4 λ). They are stacked in Delay & Phase Adjustment 
Modules (DPAM). The closed-loop phase stabilization is performed using a collective 
interferometric measurement method through active phase control [12, 22] and a Stochastic 
Parallel Gradient Descent algorithm [13], with a residual phase below 𝜆/50 RMS, measured 
from two fibers interference [7]. The CBC is achieved when focusing the 61 collimated beam 
pupil with a single lens. This architecture demonstrates high agility as the near field amplitude 
and phase are controlled in real time permitting far-field beam shaping [15]. In this paper, 
XCAN laser is only operated in open-loop mode, i.e. without any active phase correction. 

Figure 1: The XCAN laser setup using up to 61 amplified laser fibers. Science application laser 
path is drawn red (98%). The phase control path (olive/green) is not switched-on in the scope of 
this open-loop diagnosis. The miniPISTIL transportable prototype (purple, 1%) is implemented 
using a reduced XCAN segmented pupil image.

The PISTIL (PISton and TILt) interferometer is a concept of self-referenced lateral shearing 
interferometer [17]. It has been designed for fine sensing of phase piston and tip/tilt of a 
segmented wavefront, either relative to an absolute reference surface (or a laser beam), or 



relative to an arbitrary reference value in time. It combines the use of a holes mask, a diffraction 
grating and a detector to make neighboring beams interfere in near field. This interferometric 
figure, called “pistilogram”, contains several 2-wave interference patterns whose distribution 
depends on the geometry of the laser pupil. A magnifying telescope can be used to adapt the 
mask size to the camera. A Fourier Transform based algorithm is applied to the fringes to obtain 
the phase difference between each laser beam. Then, a generalized matrix inversion is being 
computed for the phase of each channel to be estimated from these differences [18, 20]. Such 
a process has proven to be noise resilient. Indeed, measurements taken out from previous 
researches show an accuracy in the hundredth of wavelength range ( < 𝜆/100) for static 
segmented wavefront sensing [19, 20], and a precision < 𝜆/200 RMS (root mean square) 
allowing it to perform a channel-to-channel phase diagnosis below λ/20 RMS for closed-loop 
CBC systems [10, 21].

The PISTIL interferometer used in this work is a transportable prototype called “miniPISTIL” 
that can be quickly integrated on any type of laser array bench. Its 4-rings hexagonal holes 
mask has a 606 µm pitch and hole diameter of 300 µm. The diffractive optical element is a 
phase grating with a period of 97 µm. The camera is a JAI SP-5000 CXP4 of 2580 by 2048 
pixels, and a pitch of 5 µm. A windowed mode of 448 by 448 pixels is made to allow fps boost 
up to 1000 Hz. To match the size of the pistilogram in relation of the holes mask, the telescope 
magnification is set to x0.4, with respect to an adequate sampling of the fringes (3 pixels per 
fringes).

The system is fed with a sample of the 61 collimated beams near field pupil (1% of power) 
imaged onto the interferometer (Figure 1, Figure 2a). When the full fiber laser array is active, 
the complete pistilogram obtained is shown in Figure 2b. 

Figure 2: The miniPISTIL installation (a) and a related pistilogram (b). 

3. Conditions of laser operation and measurement method
The purpose of our experiments is to study the phenomenology of open-loop phase noise in a 
stacked population of fiber lasers. To this end, the start-up procedure of the XCAN laser bench 
is reproduced to ensure that a thermal regulation of the laboratory is achieved [7]. The 
procedure lasts about 30 minutes, during which the PISTIL interferometer is also switched on, 
and a laser calibration is being done. Indeed, as the XCAN laser operates in the pulse regime, 



a channel delays compensation is necessary to improve fringes contrast on the pistilograms. 
This is being made by remotely mechanically acting on the DPAM to correct the delay of all 
beams. Once it is done, there is no need to modify furthermore the state of the fiber lasers, 
which are therefore left in an open-loop operating state. We also took advantage of this moment 
to perform a measurement of the residual phase of the closed-loop and found an average value 
of 𝜆/50 RMS, which corroborates the result of [7], enounced in section 2.

Temporal phase variation measurements are being recorded on the PISTIL interferometer 
computer and processed afterward from pistilograms to time series formats. For each 
experiment, the phase piston reference value is arbitrarily set to zero rad at t = 0 s to simplify 
the reading.

The measurements are recorded for 200 W and 760 W total average power while only 57 
fiber amplifiers were operated, at a repetition rate of 423 kHz. Let us notice that this relatively 
low repetition rate means that the laser was operated in a non-linear/high average power regime 
for the 760 W experiment. On one hand, the non-linear regime means that the amount of energy 
per pulse increases consequently affecting the temporal pulse quality due to the apparition of 
self-phase modulation. The spectral phase is then affected by the peak power of the pulse itself, 
which often calls for the need to quantify the B-integral of the latter. For the case of the XCAN 
laser, this study has been conducted in detail in reference [16], and concluded that it was 
possible to operate each laser source while it accumulated a B-integral of 2.4 rad. In this paper, 
the same conditions apply. On the other hand, the high average power implies higher thermal 
load also responsible for phase distortions.

4. Experimental results and discussions
As an initial observation of the results, the open-loop phase time series reveal both 

similarities and clear differences when graphically displayed (figure 3). First, on most of our 
observations, the largest extensions of the channel phases seem to be reached for the external 
channel positions in the fiber array, regardless of the measurement scales. In Figure 3 are shown 
all the phase time series plotted altogether for a total average pupil power of 200 W, with a 
dotted cone that limits the area within which most of the phase excursions occur. For the rest 
of the paper, the fibers and their associated phase noises, as well as their computations, will be 
indexed according to the map displayed in the inset. To illustrate our purpose for single fiber 
behaviors, a focus on fiber 1 and 25 will be set as an example. Fiber 1 is chosen in a generic 
way because most channels have the same characteristics, while fiber 25 is one of some fibers 
with very different behavior.



Figure 3: Multiple phase time series plots from the XCAN array (average pupil power of 200 W, 
repetition rate of 423 kHz). The dotted cone limits the area within which most of the phase 
excursions occur. This can be repeated for each ring of the hexagonal array (color matches). 
Very extended variations seem more likely for the channels at the edge of the fiber array (purple).

Let us now have a closer look at the evolution of the phase with the average power of the laser 
array. In the insets of Figure 4 and Figure 5 are displayed the phases of channels 1 and 25 
respectively for the same timescale of 1 second, for two power levels registered at the repetition 
rate of 423 kHz (see section 3). Phase value axis is however varying in the plots. Different 
oscillation frequencies can be distinguished between the two channels. This suggests 
investigating about the spectral content of the datasets.

Figure 4: Phase time series for the Channel 1, for two different average power levels.



Figure 5: Phase time series for the Channel 25, for two different average power levels.

Power spectral densities (PSD) are then computed for all the time series (corrected from 
their time offsets and slopes to avoid 0-Hz blur). In the insets of Figure 6 and Figure 7 are 
displayed the phases of channels 1 and 25 respectively. The first distinction concerns 
characteristic frequencies also called spurs: very easily identifiable for PSD #25 (the most 
easily discernible being the 170 Hz one, that is why we choose it as an illustrative example), 
they are much less so for PSD #1: only a weak spur around 40 Hz is substantially discernible 
for the power level of 200 W. This observation is repeated for different channels, different 
power levels, and different characteristic frequencies.

Figure 6: Power spectral densities for the channel 1, for two different average power levels.

Figure 7: Power spectral densities for the channel 25, different average power levels. In contrast 
with the PSD of channel 1, spurs in between 100 to 400 Hz are here visible.



The spurs RMS contributions associated to the observed characteristics frequencies in the 
phase PSD of each channel can also be measured by computing the Integrated Phase Noise 
(IPN). This figure of merit is obtained for the 𝑛-th channel by taking the square root of a gradual 
PSD integration done backward (say, from 𝑓𝑀 =  500 Hz down to 1 Hz):

𝐼𝑃𝑁𝑛(𝑓) =  
𝑓

𝑓𝑀

𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑛(𝜈)𝑑𝜈 .    (1)

It has been used in previous CBC-related work to derive the proportion of noise that can be 
contained within a certain spectral range of the signal or as a tool for open versus closed loop 
comparison [23-25]. Here, the IPN is computed around the 170 Hz spurs (from 𝑓𝑀 =  180 Hz 
to 𝑓 =  160 Hz) for each channel and the result is displayed into the 2D map of Figure 8. This 
representation allows determining quickly which channels present some features at 170 Hz, 
with their intensities (values of the integral) in rad and their spatial arrangements. 

Figure 8: Phase RMS integrated within the (160-180) Hz spectral range by the integrated phase 
noise formulae, for an average power level of 200 W, and while only 57 active fibers were 
available during the experiment. Saturated blue tokens indicates strong spectral features near the 
170 Hz peak. 

The spectral analysis by the PSD or IPN criterion provides information on regular noise 
(with a feature such as the 170 Hz spur) or random noise (slope of PSD) compositions. 
According to the discussion of [26], these two aspects of the phase power spectrum are related 
to mechanical and thermal phenomena respectively. Taking note of the disparities between 
these two phenomena allows either the conceiver or the end-user of the fiber array, to carry out 
an easier diagnosis and maintenance of the channels. On the XCAN laser, the practical 
assembly of the laser channels, on plates that bring the amplified fibers to the laser head, means 
that the spatial (and thus mechanical) distribution of the fibers is susceptible to disturbances 
(see [27]). We can suppose that these are those small differences in the assembly, or in one of 
the electro-optical sub-system (such as the DPAM, pre-amplifiers), which make appear features 
such as the 170 Hz spur taken as example.

Yet, for the applications of these fiber laser populations, and in particular the design of a 
phase control loop, one must also be interested in the instantaneous behavior of the phase. For 
that, it is interesting to introduce a temporal criterion. So, to quantify the average absolute phase 
accumulation with time, which by the way allows calibrating the correction frequency of a 
control loop, the first phase Structure Function (SF) was calculated. Presented in the 
characterization of [28], it is defined for the 𝑛-th channel phase 𝜑𝑛(𝑡) as follow:

𝑆𝐹𝑛(𝜏) = 〈|𝜑𝑛(𝑡) ― 𝜑𝑛(𝑡 + 𝜏)|〉.   (2)



This function evaluates the phase deviation after a certain time shift 𝜏. The averaging is 
made over a 1 second window, yet no changes were observed if extended. Evolution of SF #1 
and SF #25 are displayed within Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. The red dashed line 
symbolizes a phase accumulation limit for a closed loop (nowadays typically 𝜆/50 RMS, 
therefore 2𝜋/50 = 0.13 rad RMS). Several observations can be made from this calculation.

Figure 9: First phase structure function for the Channel 1, different average power levels, first 
40 ms. The dashed red line is a 𝜆/50 typical closed-loop indicator.

Figure 10: First phase structure function for the Channel 25, different average power levels, first 
40 ms. The dashed red line is a 𝜆/50 typical closed-loop indicator.

The distinction that has been made with the PSDs on the presence or not of characteristic 
frequencies (e.g. the 170 Hz one in Figure 7) is found here, and in a much accentuated way. 
Indeed, this frequency is retrieved in the absolute phase accumulation as responsible for the 
pseudo-periodic behavior of the SF #25 (root of the first lobe is ∼ 5.9 ms, which corresponds 
to ∼  170 Hz).

Here, to keep a phase accumulation limit under 𝜆/50 RMS as example, one must choose 
closed-loop bandwidths for SF #1 in range from 50 Hz up to 100 Hz for 200 W power (and also 
at 460 W) and then 1 kHz for the 760 W high-power, non-linear regime. On the other hand, 
bandwidths for SF #25 look stretched to > 500 Hz minimal requirement because of the 
observed oscillatory noise. If this one would be filtered out, one can imagine that the smoothing 
of SF #25 curve will push forward in time the crossing point with the red dashed line, leading 
to bandwidths estimates close to those of the channel 1.

We finally measured the slopes of the PSD of our fiber laser test population and fitted it by 
a log-log regression. There were few variations in the slope depending on the channel index or 
the average power level: mean and standard deviation slope values are gathered in the Table 1 



for four average power levels. However, no specific spatial distribution were highlighted 
neither in several similar average power measurements, nor a change in the latter. Typical PSD 
slope map is shown as example in Figure 11. 

Although no remarkable change nor issue were spotted in our current results, we believe 
that this way of measuring the phases of the fibers as well as representing them will allow 
identifying very quickly a change on the fiber population behavior. Indeed, a significant change 
in the slope value (varying either with fiber index or average power level), will indicate that a 
disturbance phenomenon, has most likely occurred along the considered laser channel. The 
latter may lead to investigation of the potential sources of the change, whether in the thermal 
or acoustic/mechanical regime [25, 26].

Table 1: Mean slopes of the log-log regression and their standard deviations.

Average pupil 
power

 20 W 200 W 460 W 760 W 

Mean slope -2.4 -2.6 -2.3 -2.5
Standard 
deviation 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5

Figure 11: PSD slope map example for the average power level of 200 W, and the 57 active 
fibers of the array. On the opposite of the spur recurrences, here the distribution will show no 
spatial arrangement for either multiple measurements, or power level changes. 

Similar to the search for spurs in PSD (Figure 8), this approach raises the interest of having 
a phase metrology mean for a laser array at any stage of design: stacking of fibers, open-loop 
and closed-loop operation.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present various open-loop phase noise diagnoses of the XCAN fiber laser 
array, enabled by the collective phase measurement allowed by a PISTIL interferometric 
sensor. We illustrate how a large set of fiber laser channels can be simultaneously analyzed to 
estimate their respective phase variations and associated PSDs. This study reveals that most of 
the setup of the fibers in practice always presents mechanical differences in positioning. No 
modal behavior of a channel grouping in the array has been observed.

Still, clear differences in spectral analysis reveal some channels here and there are more 
affected by features or spurs, such as a distinct mechanical vibration (e.g. the 170 Hz spur 
discussed in the paper), maybe originating from the practical positioning of the fibers on the 
laser front-end route. These differences are observable not only through the analysis of PSDs 



but also through figures of merit from previous CBC studies, such as the phase Structure 
Function. They show here a renewed usefulness today for the characterization of a large number 
of open-loop fiber lasers. 

Despite these local differences, the PSD law of the channel phase variation appears to be 
the same, with a mean slope of -2.4 regardless the average power of the fiber array. This slope 
value is close to the one of a random walk (-2), which seems to us to be a convenient way from 
now on to simulate phase noise in the laser channels for the pre-dimensioning of a fiber array, 
instead of using white noise. This is especially valuable in the thermo-mechanical regime (up 
to 0.1-1 kHz). It will also be handy to include local phenomena such as the observed spurs in 
this regime, as their sporadic nature over the array could make them potentially detrimental to 
a phasing loop taken from the CBC literature. 

Finally, we believe that our experimental open loop phase measurements and our 
recommendation for future simulations will pave the way to optimize a servo loop algorithm 
for CBC, or even the way they are handled by standard technological components. Two 
perspectives emerge from our work. The first is to show that the PISTIL open-loop metrology 
is able to measure other fundamental parameters, such as the delays between ultrashort beams 
and the intensity map of the array. The second would be to include the PISTIL interferometer 
in a CBC phase control loop.
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